Election Results for both Fall elections

**PPI Appeals Committee**

Liz Ginno, Library  
Julie Glass, Mathematics & CS  
Penny McCullagh, Kinesiology & PE  
Sally Murphy, Communication  
Henry Reichman, History

**PROFESSIONAL LEAVE COMMITTEE**

Regina Cate, Professor, Theatre & Dance  
Julia Norton, Professor, Statistics  
Lynn Paringer, Professor, Economics  
David Stronck, Professor, Teacher Education  
Dianne Rush Woods, Assoc Professor, Social Work

**REVIEW COMMITTEE FOR THE AVP ACADEMIC PROGRAMS & GRAD STUDIES**

Liz Ginno, Librarian, Library  
Julie Glass, Professor, Mathematics & CS  
Jose Lopez, Professor, Ed Leadership  
Cesar Maloles, Assoc Professor, Marketing

**FOUNDATION BOARD 08-09 (to replace David Bowen)**

Dianne Rush Woods, Assoc Professor, Social Work

The proposed changes to the Bylaws did NOT pass, for lack of adequate voter participation